
 

 

Ultimately, no matter what program you’re on, the difference between success and failure 

is first and foremost a matter of organisation and preparation.  How do you stay organised 

when it comes to your nutrition? By meal prepping like a slayer (or a boss).  

Too busy to meal prep, too busy to buy groceries? No matter what your schedule looks like 

you need to prioritize grocery shopping and meal prepping. It’s as important as showering. 

HERE ARE THINGS TO CONSIDER: 
 
No week is ever the same so before you start prepping, you need to PLAN. Have a quick 

think about what the week ahead looks like so you have a rough idea of how many meals 

you need to prepare. 

There is no right or wrong way to meal prep, remember it has to suit your lifestyle. Some 

people only meal prep for a few days ahead. Some people prefer to prepare food for the 

entire week. Remember to do what works for you. 

Meal prepping just like any other habit can take some getting used to, my advice is to 

start small. 

 

 

MEAL PREP LIKE A SLAYER 
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NOTE – CONTAINERS MATTER 

I know right, how can plastic containers be so important? Believe me they are 

and I have had many heart breaking moments when I’ve arrived at work with 

Breakfast in my bag instead of the container.  

This is what you should have in mind when selecting meal prep containers: 

you want containers that are: freezer safe, dishwasher safe, microwavable, 

and reusable. 

 

FOOD 

Now you need to consider what food you want to incorporate into your 

week. Make sure each meal includes a balance of lean protein, 

carbohydrates (starch), and vegetables. Ensuring they fit into your calories 

and allows you flexibility with your macros.  

Try to create a go to recipe list, I have a few easy, go to recipes saved in 

MyFitnessPal for the days when I’m lacking creative intelligence. Try to keep 

the meals in your go to recipe list simple.  

I recommend that you pick out a week’s worth of recipes and then go 

shopping for the ingredients. Aim to do your big weekly shop on Saturday or 

early Sunday, so you have time to prep your ingredients before the work 

week begins. Remember to shop smart to avoid food and money wastage, 

stick to the list you have prepared. 

If you don’t like the idea of deciding on all your meals ahead of time, you 

can always buy your ingredients and decide on the meals after. This is 

referred to as the reverse method. Most of us have a set of basic ingredients 

that can be made into a number of different meals anyway. 

Pick one day of the week that you can prepare your food. Most people 

usually do this on a Sunday or Wednesday however there are no rules. Pick a 

day that you can stick to consistently. 

It is not necessary to cook all the food you prep - You don’t necessarily need 

to cook all your meals completely. It can mean chopping up onions, peppers, 

or other vegetables ahead of time for recipes. For example I usually bake a 

tray of chicken for dinner which means I can alternate between a few 

different dishes in the evening. I have cut my cooking time down by making 

the chicken beforehand. 
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TIME TO GET COOKING 
 

 I definitely recommend cooking some items in bulk, like rice, oats, lentils, and yams — You’ll 

return to them again and again and they can take the longest to cook. “You can make a pot of 

rice, use some now for a meal, refrigerate a portion, and freeze a portion to be used later. 

 When prepping, use the oven to cook several things at once. Veggies can generally roast 

together, and there’s a reason that sheet pan dinners are becoming so popular. 

 Don’t shy away from the Crockpot, they’re time savers – just add ingredients, set, and forget. 

While it’s doing the work on one recipe, you have time to focus on another. 

 

I really hope you find this guide useful, the journey is tough enough so the key is to eliminate all 

obstacles you have for following through with your goals. Meal prepping will help to make your new 

eating behaviors as easy as possible during the transition. It will save you from making poor food 

choices especially when you are tired and unprepared. It will also save you some money, let’s face it 

buying clean meals on the go can become pretty pricey. Save your waistline and bank balance by meal 

prepping.  

 

 


